Fast image reconstruction in the presence of dynamic higher-order fields
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Introducon: MRI gradient systems are convenonally designed to produce spaally linear Bz ﬁelds. Such linear encoding ﬁelds allow for uniform resoluon over
the enre FOV and enable the use of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) for eﬃcient image reconstrucon. However, despite connuous eﬀorts, modern MR
gradient systems sll produce dynamic spatially higher-order fields, stemming from Eddy currents and Maxwell terms. Neglecng these ﬁeld components causes
image arfacts such as image distoron and aliasing. Recently it has been proposed to incorporate arbitrary dynamic higher order-ﬁeld perturbaons into image
reconstrucon and remove related distorons [1]. The reconstrucon mes for larger matrices were shown to be on the order of minutes. In this work the
reconstrucon me is massively reduced by adopng the idea of conjugate phase reconstrucon[2], exploing the
fact that the spatio-temporal variaon of these higher-order ﬁelds is of low order.
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Theory: In the presence of higher-order ﬁelds, spaal encoding can be wrien as ( , ) =
where denotes the spaal coordinate, the k-space coordinate and represents the spao-temporal phase term
)
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induced by the higher-order ﬁelds. An SNR opmal image is reconstructed by solving = (
where is the unknown vector of object pixels, is the acquired signal, and is the noise covariance[3]. The
encoding matrix is deﬁned according to Eq.1 for all discrete me points and pixels in the image. Finding a soluon
Fig1: Phase effects of higher-order
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of Eq. 2 is favorably performed by iterave solvers, which involve the mulplicaon of large matrices and
fields within the imaging volume
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during a DW-EPI acquisition
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where and count pixels and k-space posions respecvely. Following the
( , )
idea of CPR [2], the higher-order signal modulaon
is expanded in a sum of
funcons of separated spaal and temporal dependence
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where denotes the number of basis funcons and corresponding
coeﬃcients . By inserng Eq. 3 into Eqs.2, a fast approximate mulplicaon of
and
can be achieved at the complexity of only FFT’s:
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Fig2: Error and computationtimes relating to the size of SVD expansion ( )
(left) and to the interpolation of the numerical basis/coefficients ( / )(right)
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To keep small, a compact basis has to be chosen. For higher-order ﬁelds of low spao-temporal variaon, it is possible to calculate a compact basis of by
=
( ) . Here and are matrices holding the le and right singular vectors and the singular values. As ≈
Singular Value Decomposion:
:= ( , . . , ) ( , . . , ) ( , . . , ) , one can choose
= and
=
. For eﬃciency the SVD is performed on a lower resoluon (
,
).
and
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Subsequently and are interpolated to the desired resoluon ( , ). The accuracy of the approximaon is determined by the choice of ,
Methods: The method is demonstrated for the case of diﬀusion weighted imaging (DWI), where strong higher-order terms occur (Fig. 2). Data was acquired
2
2
with an 8-element head coil-array during typical SS-DW-EPI experiments (b = 1000s/mm , readout duraon = 45ms) with (matrix = 144 ), and without SENSE
2
(R = 3 /matrix = 78 ). The field evoluon including higher-order ﬁelds (Fig. 1) was recorded by concurrent ﬁeld monitoring [4]. To evaluate the accuracy of the
method, MR data of a Shepp-Logan phantom was simulated by Eq. 1 (direct matrix mulplicaon) on the basis of this ﬁeld informaon. Images were
reconstructed (AMD Opteron, 2.6 GHz, 8GB RAM) using the presented method. The interpolaon error and calculaon me for the SVD was evaluated for
diﬀerent numbers of supporng points
. The SVD expansion error was directly obtained from the singular values. For demonstraon purposes the phantom
was also reconstructed without accounng for DW induced ﬁelds. To validate the method, the in-vivo data was reconstructed with the proposed method as well
as by regular matrix mulplicaon[1].
Results: Fig2a shows an SVD error exponenally decreasing with , while the me for one CG iteraon step increases linearly. Even for large , the proposed
method allows for shorte ning the me of one iteraon from 79s (reference method) to below a second. As expected, the interpolaon error (Fig2b) decreases
with increasing
. The calculaon me for the SVD increases non-linearly with
. The phantom images (Fig 3a-c) show that distorons are eﬀecvely
= 10,
= ). Similarly, the diﬀerences (Fig 3e) to the reference method (Fig 3d) stay within the
eliminated (Fig 3c ) using a small basis ( = 6 and
expected error
. bounds
Discussion and Conclusion: A drascally accelerated higher-order image reconstrucon was introduced, ulizing the computaonal eﬃciency of the FFT. In this
work the use of a custom numerical basis set is proposed, calculated by SVD. It is opmal in terms of minimizing the number of basis funcons for a given rootmean-square error on the approximation of . Other basis funcons may be used, catering to other opmizaon criteria, such as fast computaon of and or
other interpolaon properes. Further acceleraon of the algorithm might be achieved by also interpolang in the spaal domain.
The achieved speed-up admits higher-order reconstrucons lasng on the order of seconds. MR systems with known higher-order response or equipped with
ﬁeld monitoring capability can
thereby reconstruct faithful images
at clinically acceptable
reconstrucon mes.
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